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ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR,

CRIME AND POLICING ACT 2014

EXPLANATORY NOTES

COMMENTARY ON SECTIONS

Part 7: Dangerous Dogs

Section 107: Whether a dog is a danger to public safety

247. This section amends the 1991 Act in relation to the test which the court must consider
when assessing whether a dog is dangerous and therefore liable to be destroyed.

248. The amendments clarify the requirement that a court must consider the character of the
owner or keeper, as well as the temperament of the dog and its past behaviour along
with any other relevant circumstances when deciding whether the dog poses a danger
to public safety. If the court decides that the dog would pose a danger to public safety,
this constitutes a reason for making an order for destruction as opposed to a contingent
destruction order.

249. Subsection (2) inserts a new subsection (6A) into section 1 of the 1991 Act so as
to enable the Secretary of State, when making a scheme under subsections (5) and
(6) of that section,1 to include provision requiring a court to make an assessment of
suitability as part of the process of deciding whether a person should be entitled to keep
a section 1 dog (namely a dog of the type known as a Pit Bull Terrier, Japanese Tosa,
Dogo Argentino or Fila Brasileiro).

250. Subsection (3) amends section 4 of the 1991 Act (which enables a court to order the
destruction of a dangerous dog where a person has been convicted of an offence under
section 1 or 3 or of an offence under an order made under section 2) so as to require
the court, in making an assessment of dangerousness under that section, to assess the
character of the owner as well as the temperament of the dog, its past behaviour and
any other relevant circumstances in order to decide whether to make a contingent
destruction order under section 4A of the 1991 Act.

251. Subsection (4) requires the same test of danger to public safety to apply when the
court considers the need for a destruction order under section 4B of the 1991 Act
(destruction orders otherwise than on a conviction). It also amends section 4B to enable
civil proceedings to be brought in respect of dogs seized under any enactment.

1 The current scheme was enacted under the Dangerous Dogs Compensation and Exemption Scheme Order 1991 http://
www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1991/1744/contents/made
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